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� A model of in-clad hydrogen migration is derived including oxidation front effect.
� The model is coupled with FRAPCON and assessed through high burnup fuel scenarios.
� The modelling of oxidation front gives rise to hydride rim closer to measurements.
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a b s t r a c t

In LWR fuel claddings the embrittlement due to hydrogen precipitates (i.e., hydrides) is a degrading
mechanism that concerns in nuclear safety, particularly in dry storage. A relevant factor is the radial
distribution of the hydrogen absorbed, especially the hydride rim formed. Thus, a reliable assessment of
fuel performance should account for hydrogen migration. Based on the current state of modelling of
hydrogen dynamics in the cladding, a 1D radial model has been derived and coupled with the FRAPCON
code.

The model includes the effect of the oxidation front progression on in-clad hydrogen migration, based
on experimental observations found (i.e., dissolution/diffusion/re-precipitation of the hydrogen in the
matrix ahead of the oxidation front). A remarkable quantitative impact of this new contribution has been
shown by analyzing the hydrogen profile across the cladding of several high burnup fuel scenarios
(>60 GWd/tU); other potential contributions like thermodiffusion and diffusion in the hydride phase
hardly make any difference. Comparisons against PIE measurements allow concluding that the model
accuracy notably increases when the effect of the oxidation front is accounted for in the hydride rim
formation. In spite of the promising results, further validation would be needed.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fuel safety criteria require keeping the integrity of the cladding
as the first barrier to confine the fission products. One of the main
cladding degrading mechanism in Light Water Reactors (LWR) fuel
is the precipitation of hydrogen picked up during irradiation (i.e.,
fraction of hydrogen released due to waterside oxidation of the
zirconium alloy), which inexorably results in a ductility reduction
of the material. Under in-reactor conditions, hydrides formation
may foster the cladding failure due to PCMI (Pellet-Cladding Me-
chanical Interaction) [1,2]; in dry storage, the prevailing conditions
may promote the radial reorientation of the hydrides formed,
.

which considerably reduces the cladding ductility [3,4].
A key aspect in the hydrides formation is the distribution of the

hydrogen concentration across the zirconium alloy cladding
thickness, along with the thermal conditions. The hydrogen that
enters the cladding is inhomogeneously distributed throughout the
zirconium alloy [4,5]. Indeed, the concentration is much higher
close to the cladding waterside, which may result in the so-called
hydride rim at high concentrations. Measurements of Elastic
Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) scans on cross sections of irradi-
ated Zircaloy-4 samples (average burnup of 56 GWd/tU) show
hydrogen concentrations in the hydride rim up to 5000 wppm [6].
Given the importance of predicting the hydrogen distribution
within the cladding, the migration mechanisms have been studied
and modelled [7e11].

First models took into account diffusion and thermodiffusion as
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium binary Zr-H diagram [16].
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drivers of the atomic hydrogen migration, and precipitation of
zirconium hydrides as a sink of the cited migration [7,8]. Later on,
the precipitation kinetics and the hysteresis in the solubility limit
have been incorporated in the modelling [9e11]. In spite of the
progressive comprehensiveness of models derived so far, they still
show limitations in terms of reproducing hydrogen radial profiles
observed at high burnup; particularly, predictions result in hydride
rim thicknesses significantly lower than values usually measured
(50e100 mmor evenmore [4]), and concentrations well above 5000
wppm.

Models enhancement has been said to require further experi-
mental work to reduce uncertainties in model parameters [10,11].
Nonetheless, it might also be the case that some hydrogen trans-
port mechanisms are still missing in the current modelling. Such a
possibility is consistent with experimental findings fromwhich the
in-cladding oxidation front displacement may be postulated as a
potential driver of hydrogen move deeper in the cladding [12].

The objective of this work is to enhance the predictability of in-
cladding hydrogen distribution by proposing a 1D radial model
which is based on the current state-of-the-art and includes the
oxidation front effect in a simple parametric way. The model,
coupled with the FRAPCON code [13], has been used to simulate a
number of high burnup fuel scenarios and comparisons to PIE
measurements available have been set. Through parametric ana-
lyses the quantitative impact of different elements in the model,
including the oxidation front move, has been assessed. Therefore,
the work presented next might extend the capability of analytical
thermo-mechanical tools to estimate the hydrogen distribution in
the cladding. This being said, given that some codes use material
properties derived from tests performed on prototypical LWR
claddings with a hydride rim, the accommodation of such a model
would entail a redefinition of material properties.

2. Background

2.1. Phenomenology

During LWRs operation, waterside oxidation of fuel cladding
generates hydrogen atoms:

Zr þ 2H2O / ZrO2 þ 4H

Most hydrogen produced is released back to the coolant main
stream, but a fraction is absorbed into the cladding (called the
hydrogen pickup fraction). The hydrogen is slightly soluble in the a-
phase zirconium alloy, so it can either be dissolved in solid solution
in the metallic matrix (i.e., hydrogen atoms in interstitial sites) or
precipitated as zirconium hydrides, which depends on the Terminal
Solid Solubility (TSS) at the prevailing temperature; d-phase hy-
drides are mostly formed [14]. Fig. 1 shows the equilibrium binary
Zr-H phase diagram; the red lines bound the temperature range of
interest (lower bound close to in-reactor coolant inlet temperature
[15] and upper bound related to maximum temperature in dry
storage [3], which is close to maximum values of in-reactor inner-
side cladding temperature [10]).

The hydrogen is redistributed into the metal in response to
thermodynamic driving forces [8]. Hydrogen diffuses towards the
cladding interior as a result of the concentration gradient set be-
tween both sides of the cladding (Fickian diffusion). Nonetheless,
the reverse thermal gradient through the cladding causes what is
known as thermodiffusion (i.e., Soret Effect), which would mean a
slowdown of the net hydrogen motion.

Both hydrogen diffusion and thermodiffusion take place
through the metallic matrix. A mass transfer through the hydride
precipitates may also happen. However, there is not much driving
force for diffusion of hydrogen in the d-phase hydrides [10], given
that the hydrogen equilibrium concentration hardly varies in the
temperature range of interest; moreover, the diffusivity of
hydrogen in hydrides has been measured to be at least 3 times
smaller than the diffusivity of hydrogen in zirconium. If the volume
fraction of hydride precipitates were not small (i.e. high-burnup
fuel), this contribution might not be negligible according to [11].

Concerning the precipitation/dissolution of hydrogen in the
zirconium alloy, a hysteresis phenomenon has been observed
[17,18]; thus, there is a TSS for dissolution (TSSd) and for precipi-
tation (TSSp). The cause of this hysteresis effect is the volumetric
strain related to the difference in densities between the hydrides
and the metallic matrix. Additionally, the local stress state in the
cladding could cause a significant increase of the solubility limit
[10]. Furthermore, precipitation of hydrides was shown to be a non-
equilibrium phenomenon at the time scales of interest [19], that is
to say, the hydrides formation is a transient process between a non-
equilibrated initial condition and the final steady state equilibrium.
Concerning the dissolution of hydrides, the rate of dissolution is
assumed to be much faster than the rate of precipitation and
equilibrium is approached [9,10].

One issue of interest during the cladding oxidation process is the
behavior of the hydrogen coming from hydrides when the oxida-
tion front moves inward by transforming the hydrided phase in
oxide [12]. The assumptions formulated are:

� Dissolution/diffusion/re-precipitation of the hydrogen in the
matrix ahead of the oxidation front.

� Trapping in the oxide.
� Release in the environment.

Based on corrosion tests on hydrided Zircaloy-4 samples [12], it
was observed that the hydrogen initially present in the hydrided
matrix was not incorporated in the oxide, being mainly pushed
ahead of the oxidation front. Fig. 2 shows a conceptual represen-
tation of the phenomenon observed (it is assumed that the
hydrogen dissolved is also incorporated in the metallic matrix).
Additionally, the cladding thinning due to corrosion increases the
cladding stress and the temperature gradient, which could affect
the hydrogen migration. Thus, the hydrogen distribution may be
altered when the oxidation front moves forward.

2.2. Modelling

The modelling status concerning hydrogen transport within the
cladding has been recently described [10,11] and implemented in
the BISON and SVECHA/QUENCH codes. It is worth noting that none



Fig. 2. Scheme of oxidation front effect on hydrogen in the cladding (blue lines represent hydrogen precipitates, Hp, and blue dots represent dissolved hydrogen, Hd). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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of them includes the above mentioned effect of the oxidation front
(i.e., dissolution/diffusion/re-precipitation of the hydrogen present
in the matrix converted in oxide).

The general equation used to model the migration of hydrogen
is based on the Fick's second law. Focusing on the radial direction, r,
the evolution of the hydrogen concentration, H, can be expressed
as:

vH
vt

¼ �vH
vr

(1)

with J the hydrogen flux. Both H and J encompass the contribution
of the dissolved and precipitated phases in the metal matrix
(expressed through sub-indexes d and p, respectively):

H ¼ Hd þ Hp (2)

J ¼ Jd þ Jp (3)

In order to consider the mass transfer through a two phase-
region, the volume fraction of the hydride phase, f, is accounted
for. It is determined through the ratio between Hp and the local
concentration of hydrogen in hydride precipitates, Hd, which is
approximated in two ways:

� A constant amount obtained from the molecular weights [10].
� From the equilibrium binary Zr-H phase diagram shown in Fig. 1
[11].

Thus, equations (2) and (3) can take the form:

H ¼ Hzr$ð1� fÞ þ Hd$f (4)

J ¼ Jzr$ð1� fÞ þ Jd$f (5)

with Hzr the local concentration of hydrogen in the a-phase zirco-
nium alloy. The hydrogen flux in each phase is obtained by the sum
of the Fickian diffusion term and the thermodiffusion term:

Ji ¼ �Di

 
vHi
vr

þ Q*
i Hi

RT2
vT
vr

!
; i ¼ zr;d (6)

where T is the temperature, Di is the diffusion coefficient of
hydrogen and Q*

i is the heat of transport in the temperature
gradient. The sub-index i indicates a-zirconium phase (zr) or d-
hydride phase (d).

The diffusion of hydrogen in the d phase is neglected in Ref. [10],
based on the considerations previously mentioned. Instead, this
effect is considered in Ref. [11], based on the fact that the volume
fraction of hydride precipitates is large enough at high burnup.

The calculation of the precipitation rate is based on the linear
approximation in the hydride precipitation model [8,14];
concretely, the rate of precipitation was measured to be
proportional to the hydrogen supersaturation. If the concentration
in solid solution lies between TSSd and TSSp (i.e., hysteresis area),
neither dissolution nor precipitation occurs. When the concentra-
tion in solid solution is below TSSd, the hydrides (if they are pre-
sent) are assumed to be dissolved at a rate proportional to the
hydrogen undersaturation. Thus, the precipitation/dissolution rates
are determined from TSS (i.e., TSSp and TSSd) and the precipitation
and dissolution rate parameters (kp and kd, respectively):

vHp

vt
¼

8>><
>>:

kp,
�
Hzr � TSSp

�
,ð1� fÞ if Hzr >TSSp

0 if TSSp � Hzr >TSSd
kd,ðHzr � TSSdÞ,ð1� fÞ if Hzr � TSSd and Hp >0
0 if Hzr � TSSd and Hp ¼ 0

(7)

The model parameters Di, TSSp, TSSd and kp are estimated
through an Arrhenius' equation:

Parameter ¼ A$exp
�
� B
R$T

�
(8)

with A and B fitting parameters obtained from experimental data,
and R the ideal gas constant (8.31 J/mol/K). Q*

i and kd are assumed
to be constant; whereas the heat of transport is experimentally
determined, the dissolution kinetics is usually assumed to be very
fast compared to precipitation kinetics, as previously mentioned.
The parameters used in Refs. [10] and [11] come from unirradiated
material tests [7,8,19]. Indeed, very few irradiated data are
available.

Concerning the boundary conditions for the hydrogen flux,
models usually assume a constant pickup fraction of all the
hydrogen being produced by the oxidation reaction; such a fraction
depends on the zirconium alloy and it usually ranges from 10 to
20%.

High burnup fuel simulations carried out with the modelling
shown [10,11] gave rise to predictions of thin hydride rim (around
50 mm or even less) with high hydrogen concentration (around
10000 wppm or even more). Although the data measured so far on
high burnup fuel show discrepancies in the rim formation [11],
thicker hydride rims with considerably less hydrogen concentra-
tion than predicted were observed, as previously cited.

The potential source of the discrepancies found was investi-
gated. It was shown that an important reduction of kp (i.e., few
orders of magnitude) would help to enhance the predictions ac-
curacy, which might be justified by the influence of irradiation on
the precipitation rate [11]. According to [10] a non-uniform heat of
transport or the effect of stress on TSSp have the most potential for
helping to predict the experimental observations. No conclusive
statement can be made and further investigation was recom-
mended both from separated effect tests to account for the cited
phenomena and from irradiated rods to soundly validate the
modelling.
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3. Methodology

3.1. 1D model

In this work, the radial transport of hydrogen throughout the
cladding thickness has been modelled based on equations (1)e(8).
A zero hydrogen flux has been imposed at the clad inner side,
whereas at the outer one the hydrogen pickup fraction has been
provided according to what is coded in FRAPCON [13] (coupling
explained below). The mass transfer related to this hydrogen
pickup has been modelled by directly increasing the hydrogen
dissolved in the metallic matrix.

The oxidation front effect has been also modelled as an addi-
tional contribution. To do that, the cladding thinning due to
corrosion has been expressed through the equation:

drox ¼ dox
PB

(9)

with drox the thickness of the initial cladding which has been
converted in oxide, dox the oxide thickness and PB the Pilling-
Bedworth ratio for zirconium oxide (1.56). The calculated clad-
ding thinning has been accounted for in the temperature gradient
estimation.

The effect of the dissolution/diffusion/re-precipitation of the
hydrogen in the material ahead of the oxidation front is modelled
based on the following assumptions:

� Dissolution/diffusion are instantaneous (i.e., much faster than
any other process involved).

� Re-precipitation kinetics depends on the phase ahead of the
oxidation front. A hydride phase would favor nucleation and the
process is considered instantaneous, whereas in a-zirconium re-
precipitation follows the same kinetics as precipitation.

� All hydrogen reached by the oxidation front is pushed ahead of it
(i.e., no absorbed hydrogen is ever lost from cladding). Any de-
viation from this “perfect sink” assumption might be accom-
modated through the hydrogen pickup fraction that is provided
as a boundary condition of the model. It is assumed that the
hydrogen pickup fraction of the fuel performance code used (i.e.,
FRAPCON) does not have to be modified, based on the fact that
the supporting experimental database should implicitly include
this effect (observed in Ref. [12], as previously mentioned).

Accordingly, the precipitation rate is re-casted as,

vH
vt

¼ vHp0

vt
� rp$

vHox

vt
(10)

where Hp0 is the precipitated hydrogen obtained from equation (7)
(i.e., based on previous modelling), Hox is the concentration of
precipitated hydrogen covered by the oxidation front, and rp is the
fraction of Hox that does not re-precipitate instantaneously (the re-
precipitation kinetics has been modelled by the same kp as the
precipitation). In previous models, since the effect of the oxidation
front is not accounted for, it is equivalent to assume that all the
hydrides covered by the oxide layer re-precipitate instantaneously.

It should be noted that the modelling of the cladding thinning
due to oxide penetration (i.e., volume reduction) and the hydrogen
“push ahead” effect, entail an increase of the hydrogen concen-
tration additional to the direct hydrogen uptake. According to
equation (10), the hydrides corresponding to Hox remain as they are
if rp is null (i.e., instantaneous re-precipitation of all of them), while
a fraction of Hox is dissolved, with the consequent re-precipitation
along time, if rp is greater than zero.
The model derived has the option to choose between different
models parameters found in the literature for zircaloy material
(mainly Zircaloy-4) and valid under representative temperatures in
the range 280e400 �C (some exception shown below). In Table 1
parameters needed in the model are displayed according to two
different options, default and optional. Overall, “default” means
values traditionally used whereas “optional” refers to new values
published. By using these options one might derive the variability
of the model depending on in-model parameters setting. As it is
pointed out the oxidation front effect is not considered by default
(i.e., fox¼ 0); when this contribution is activated (i.e., fox¼ 1) a value
for the parameter rp should be introduced in the input.

From Table 1 several aspects should be noted:

� The alternative solubility limits found are supported on data
from unirradiated and irradiated Zircaloy-2 samples, based on
experimental observations that show no significant impact of
the irradiation [18].

� The parameter kp used by default increases with temperature up
to 352 �C, above which the rate is clamped at this maximum
temperature based on experimental observations [10];
regarding the optional kp, a constant value is assumed in
Ref. [14], given that only a slight dependence on temperature
was measured, in contrast with previous studies.

� Hd by default is considered as the hydrogen concentration in the
a-d, d phase boundary according to [20]; it has been approxi-
mated by a polynomial fitting within the range of temperatures
of interest (from Fig. 1):

Hd ¼ Aþ B$T2 (11)

Fig. 3 shows the differences between options in the case of TSS
and kp. There is awider validity range in the optional parameters, in
particular, the TSSp by default does not cover representative con-
ditions, so an extrapolation should be assumed. Moreover, the
optional parameters are greater than by default, except kp above
348 �C, where there is small differences. The difference between
the options of kp is particularly large at low temperatures (i.e. close
to 280 �C). In the case of TSS, the hysteresis area is much larger in
the optional case.

The model derived is solved by the numeric method of finite
differences. To do that, the time step, Dt, and the number of radial
nodes throughout the cladding thickness, N, are defined as inputs of
the model, as well as the initial conditions (i.e., as-fabricated
cladding thickness, th, and initial hydrogen concentration, Hi) and
the end time, tend. Regarding the boundary conditions (i.e.,
hydrogen pickup, Hpk, oxide thickness and thermal conditions), the
model has been adapted to account for them both through the
input and by the coupling with a fuel performance code. Fig. 4
shows the flow chart of the model.
3.2. Coupling

In order to feed the model derived with proper boundary con-
ditions, it has been coupled with FRAPCON (version 4.0) [13]. The
coupling has been based on the post-processing of the FRAPCON
computation with the 1D model. Although this work has been
focused on in-reactor conditions, the model has been also coupled
with the FRAPCON extension to dry storage carried out by CIEMAT,
called FRAPCON-xt [23].

As previously mentioned, the hydrogen pickup provided by
FRAPCON is used as the boundary condition in the waterside node
(in the fuel side node a null hydrogen flux is imposed). The oxide
thickness given by the code is used for the above mentioned
oxidation front modelling. Concerning the thermal conditions,



Table 1
Model parameters.

Parameter Default Reference Optional Reference

A B A B

Dzr (m2/s) a 0.8$10�7 33306 [19] e e e

Dd (m2/s) (a or b) 1.3$10�7 53131 [21] 0 e Approach
TSSp (wppm) (a) 1.4$105 34470 [17] 0.3$105 25042 [18]
TSSd (wppm) (a) 1.1$105 35991 [17] 1.4$105 36686 [18]
kp (s�1) (a or b) 3881 82400 [19] 4.5$10�4 e [14]
kd (s�1) (b) 1 e Approach e e e

Q*
zr (J/mol) (b) 25070 - [19] 30000 e [22]

Q*
d (J/mol) (b) 5430 e [20] 0 e Approach

Hd (wppm) (c or b) 17200 �5.2$10�3 Fitting from Fig. 1 17872 e [10]
fox (d) 0 e e 1 e e

rp (b) e e e 0�A�1 e Approach

a Defined by equation (8).
b Constant value.
c Defined by equation (11).
d Factor to deactivate (0)/activate (1) the oxidation front contribution.

Fig. 3. Solubility limits (plot on the left) and precipitation rate parameter (plot on the right) as a function of temperature (within their validity range).
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FRAPCON calculates the inner and outer cladding temperature (Tin
and Tout, respectively), so the model derived uses these values to
estimate the thermal gradient in the nodes established; to do that, a
linear interpolation is assumed as a good approximation. Note that
FRAPCON thermal calculations account for the cladding thinning
due to corrosion. Fig. 5 illustrates the coupling accomplished.

It should be noted that the output of FRAPCON provides the
average hydrogen concentrationwithin the cladding. Therefore, the
above explained coupling with the model derived allows extending
the prediction to the detailed radial profile of hydrogen
concentration.
4. Assessment

4.1. Out-of-pile scenario

The out-of-pile database available is scarce and the tests
included are not completely representative of the target scenario.
In most cases there is neither oxidation nor hydrogen flux at any
boundary, and temperature gradient and dimensions of the sam-
ples are not appropriate either.

Nonetheless, by using data from Ref. [7] a qualitative model-to-
data comparison has been set. In the experiment chosen a Zircaloy-
2 cylinder of 2.5 cm in length (1.2 cm in diameter) was uniformly
pre-charged with a hydrogen concentration of 130 wppm. It was
annealed for 34 days under a temperature gradient with hot and
cold ends at 477 �C and 130 �C, respectively. According to these
conditions, thermodiffusion was an important contribution to
hydrogen migration in this case.
Model simulations have been performed with parameters by

default and by checking each alternative option provided in Table 1.
Note that an extrapolation out of the validity range of most of the
parameters had to be assumed, given the prevailing thermal con-
ditions of the test. Since there was not oxidation during the
experiment, the fox default value (0) has been chosen. The initial
and boundary conditions have been introduced through the input
(without hydrogen pickup). The time step and the number of radial
nodes applied have been 1 s and 200, respectively.

Average relative deviations, RDs, lower than 1% have been ob-
tained when the parameters Dd, Q*

d and Hd are moved from the
default option, which is due to the relatively low concentration of
hydrides in this experiment.

Figs. 6 and 7 represent those parametric cases that show the
highest impact with respect to the default case. Fig. 6 depicts the
results obtained by varying Q*

zr, kp and TSSs (i.e., TSSp and TSSd) in
different runs. The estimation obtained by previous modelling [10]
is also included; as expected, it is nearly identical to the one of the
default case.

As observed from Fig. 6, all the estimates match data at lengths
over 1 cm. Between 0 and 1 cm, all the simulations look qualita-
tively consistent with measurements, with no drastic differences
among them. Even though a maximum hydrogen concentration is
predicted between 0.5 and 0.8 cm in all calculations (data
maximum was located at around 0.6 cm), none was capable to
reach the experimental maximum value (around 550 ppm),
remaining about 100 ppm below that value. As expected, the



Fig. 4. Flow chart of the model.

Fig. 5. Model coupling with FRAPCON.

Fig. 6. Model-to-data comparison by using parameters by default and alternative
options. Results shown in Ref. [10] included.

Fig. 7. Model-to-data comparison by using combinations of optional parameters.
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greater Q*
zr, the greater the hydrogen concentration transported to

the cold end. In the case of kp, the faster kinetics gives rise to a
higher hydrogen accumulation in the cold end. RDs lower than 15%
are obtained in both cases. Concerning TSSs, the higher solubility
allows more dissolved hydrogen to be transported to the cold end;
in this case, greater RD is obtained (around 30%).

In spite of not obtaining a substantial enhancement, the alter-
native parameters seem to help the model to better capture the
experimental trend observed. However, only the synergy between
Q*zr and kp has given rise to better predictions (Fig. 7), which may
be due to the fact that optional TSSs (based on irradiated and un-
irradiated data, as mentioned above) are not totally appropriate for
the material tested in the experiment considered (i.e., unirradiated
material). Overall, the model seems to be well formulated accord-
ing with its capability to qualitatively reproduce the measured
profile, both with its default and optional parameters. Nevertheless,
more data, more representative, are needed to validate the model
and recommend the best estimate parameters.

4.2. In-pile scenario

4.2.1. Hypothetical
A postulated scenario of irradiated fuel rod has been simulated

to assess the model from a qualitative point of view. It is a typical
17� 17 PWR fuel rod irradiated to an average burnup of 65 GWd/
tU. Rod design and power history are detailed elsewhere [15].

FRAPCON predictions from two axial nodes of the upper part of
the fuel rod (called ax1 and ax2) have been provided to the model
in order to obtain different cases of hydrogen distribution. Fig. 8
shows the power history simulated (i.e., evolution of the average
linear power, q’), as well as the evolution predicted of the inner and
outer temperatures, the oxide thickness and the hydrogen pickup.

Model simulations have been donewith the input data shown in
Table 2. The initial hydrogen concentration commonly used by
FRAPCON [13] has been applied. The variable tend corresponds to
the in-reactor end-of-life (EOL), at which the hydrogen picked up is
632.5 wppm and 1093.3 wppm for ax1 and ax2, respectively
(80.8 mm and 136.5 mm for the oxide thickness).

The model parameters by default have been used as the base



Fig. 8. Power history and model boundary conditions for ax1 (dashed line) and ax2 (continuous line).

Table 2
Model input data for ax1 and ax2.

Variable Value

Dt (s) 1
N 20
th (mm) 610
Hi (wppm) 10
tend (days) 1249
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case to assess the impact of the alternative parameters shown in
Table 1. An additional parametric case to study the influence of the
thermodiffusion contribution has been performed (i.e., Q*

zr¼ 0).
Figs. 9e11 depict the base case results and the comparison with
the parametric cases in terms of the EOL hydrogen radial distri-
bution (the radial coordinate is shown with the cladding inner
radius, rin, subtracted, and normalized to the EOL thickness).
Overall, the calculations indicate a two region cladding in between
which a large hydrogen gradient is set. The following observations
have been made from the predictions without the modelling of
the oxidation front effect (Figs. 9 and 10 for ax1 and ax2,
respectively):

� By comparing ax1 and ax2 predictions it is noted that the higher
the hydrogen uptake, the thicker the hydride rim. In both cases
high hydrogen concentrations are predicted in the most outer
region of the cladding (around 9600 wppm in ax1, and an
average of 9100 wppmwith a peak of 14900 wppm close to the
waterside in ax2), and once out of the hydride rim a sharp
hydrogen concentration reduction to levels around 150e220
wppm is estimated. It is worth noting that the rim thickness is
predicted to be smaller than 60 mm.

� The impact of the thermodiffusion contribution is not important
(shown in Fig. 9a, b, 10a and 10b).
� Even at high concentrations of hydrogen absorbed, the
hydrogen transport in the hydride phase hardly affects the
hydrogen profile predicted, as shown in Figs. 9e and 10e.

� The effect of the optional precipitation rate parameter is negli-
gible (shown in Figs. 9c and 10c).

� The alternative option of TSSs shows important deviations with
respect to the base case according to Figs. 9d and 10d (RD of 40%,
approximately). Concretely, lower hydrogen concentrations in
the hydride rim are predicted (around 8100 wppm in ax1, and
an average of 8400 wppm with a peak of 14800 wppm close to
the waterside in ax2), which gives rise to higher concentrations
below the rim (up to 300 wppm). Indeed, the higher TSSs, the
higher the concentration gradient of dissolved hydrogen.

� The optional Hd hardly affects the hydrogen profile predicted in
ax1 (Fig. 9f). Instead, it has given rise to noticeable deviations in
the hydride rim of ax2 (RD of around 40%), as shown in Fig. 10f.
According to these results, it seems that the concentration of the
hydrides formed in ax1 is not high enough to give rise to a
noticeable impact of Hd variability. In the case of ax2, the higher
Hd, the higher the maximum concentration attained in the outer
part of the cladding (17000 wppm, approximately), due to a
lower hydride volume fraction (i.e., larger zirconium matrix, so
lower local concentration of dissolved hydrogen and less con-
centration gradient).

When the oxidation front effect is activated, the main observa-
tions are (Fig. 11):

� The hydrogen distribution profiles are practically the same as in
the case by default if instantaneous re-precipitation is assumed
(i.e., rp¼ 0) (Fig. 11a and b). This means a negligible effect of the
variation in the temperature gradient due to the cladding
thinning as a consequence of the corrosion (thickness reduction
of 51.7 mm in ax1 and 87.4 mm in ax2, which gives rise to tem-
perature gradient increase of around 10% and 15%, respectively).



Fig. 9. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for ax1: case by default (blue line) and parametric cases without oxidation front effect (red dashed line). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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� Deviations with respect to the default case can be observed from
rp values of 0.5, being significant from 0.8 (Fig. 11c and d); the
trend is to reduce the hydrogen concentration in the hydride rim
and to enlarge the rim thickness.

� A non-expected hydrogen profile is obtained close to the
waterside when there is not any fraction of instantaneous re-
precipitation (i.e., rp¼ 1) (Fig. 11e and f). Indeed, experimental
observations show a nearly constant high hydrogen concentra-
tion at the outer layer facing the coolant [4].

Additional parametric cases have been conducted to determine
the maximum rp value (rpmax) that would give rise to profiles
qualitatively consistent with observations [4] (i.e., a nearly constant
high hydrogen concentration at the outer layer facing the coolant
and a jump down to much lower hydrogen contents when moving
inward from such a layer). The results indicate that just a small
fraction of hydrogen instantaneously re-precipitated would be
needed (2.5% for ax1 and 2% for ax2) tomatch the profile described.
As observed in Fig.12, modelling the oxidation front effect results in
thicker hydride rims with lower hydrogen concentrations (reduc-
tion of 50%, approximately).

It should be noted that the predicted profiles convey a similar
message: most of hydrogen absorbed remains in the outer clad
region with hydrogen concentrations reaching much higher levels
than rough averages. Such information might be highly relevant to
model both in-reactor transients and long-term dry storage.
4.2.2. Irradiated rod
A sound model validation against irradiated fuel data would

require a wide dataset of post irradiation examination (PIE) mea-
surements of hydrogen radial distribution, along with the corre-
sponding rod design and irradiation conditions. Inmost of the cases
this information is not available.

In this work, a model-to-data comparison has been performed
based on PIE measurements from a 17� 17 PWR fuel rod clad with
ZIRLO and irradiated for 5-cycles (average burnup of about
69 GWd/tU) [24]. Particularly, measurements from two axial po-
sitions of the upper half of the fuel rod (fuel fissile height of
3658mm) have been gathered (called v1 and v2). Measurements
were performed at specific radial positions across the cladding wall
based on Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images; the
hydrogen concentration was calculated from the area fraction of
hydrides in each image.

Table 3 shows the main characteristics of the cases v1 and v2. As
it can be observed, although very similar oxide thicknesses were
measured, the measurements of hydrogen concentration were



Fig. 10. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for ax2: case by default (blue line) and parametric cases without oxidation front effect (red dashed line). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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quite different.
FRAPCON simulations have been itted to the dox and Hpk values

shown in Table 3, in order to accomplish a meaningful comparison
against data. To do so, the oxidation rate and the hydrogen pickup
fraction have been modified in the source code. Fig. 13 illustrates
the power history simulated with FRAPCON, and the results ob-
tained along the irradiation period in terms of the inner and outer
temperatures, the oxide thickness and the hydrogen picked up. The
thermal predictions are practically the same for both cases, given
the proximity of the axial positions.

The model has been run with the boundary conditions shown
(Fig. 13). Table 4 shows model input data used, where tend corre-
sponds to EOL time. According to the choice of the model param-
eters (Table 1), two types of cases have been run: default and
optional (i.e., all the optional parameters have been chosen, as well
as a zero value of rp). In both cases, parametric studies have been
made to find rpmax (in the default case, fox has been changed to 1).
Note that themodel parameters from Table 1 have been assumed to
be valid for ZIRLO, given the lack of this kind of information for this
material.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the model-to-data comparison for each
case studied. The hydride rim in each measured profile is assumed
to be the outer section of 93 mmwith high hydrogen concentration
(i.e., 4405 wppm in v1 and 6595 wppm in v2). In the matrix below
the hydride rim, although the central zone seems to be well
predicted (especially in the default cases, independently of the
oxidation front modelling), the measurements close to the fuel side
and to the hydride rim are not well captured by the predictions,
especially in the inner part where a clear overprediction is
obtained.

From the hydride rim comparison when the oxidation front is
not modelled, it can be pointed out:

� Notable overpredictions of the hydrogen concentration, with
relative errors, RE, greater than 100%. The lower the hydrogen
absorbed, the greater the discrepancies (i.e., RE from 127% to
204% in the default case, and from 165% to 182% in the optional
case). The optional case reduces RE in v1 mainly due to the
above mentioned effect of the higher TSSs. The contrary trend is
observed in v2, due to the effect of Hd at high concentrations of
hydrogen absorbed (previously explained).

� Important underpredictions of the rim thickness, with mini-
mum RE of around 40%. The higher the hydrogen absorbed, the
lower RE, as expected according to the results in the previous
section. The predictions are independent of the model param-
eters choice.

It should be highlighted that the modelling of the oxidation
front with rpmax notably reduces the discrepancies found in the
hydrogen concentration of the hydride rim (RE of about 30%). The



Fig. 11. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for ax1 (plots on the left) and ax2 (plots on the right): case by default (blue line) and parametric cases with oxidation
front effect and different rp (dashed lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for ax1 (plots on the left) and ax2 (plots on the right): case by default (blue line) and parametric case with oxidation
front effect and rpmax (red dashed line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 3
Characteristics of validation cases.

Variable v1 v2

Axial position (mm) 2924 2925.5
Azimuth (º) 0 0
dox (mm) 104 103
Hpk (wppm)* 926 1280

* Averaged through the cladding wall.
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relative error in the rim thickness is also reduced to values of
roughly 18%. As in the postulated scenario, rpmax corresponds to a
small fraction of instantaneous re-precipitation (around 2.5%).

In spite of the promising results when the oxidation front is
accounted for, further validation should be done with a sounder
database (i.e., more measured profiles with local measurements in
smaller sections close to the waterside), more representative of
high burnup fuel discharged (i.e., hydrogen pickup limited to 600
wppm [2]). Moreover, more data about the oxidation front effect
would be needed for a sounder modelling.



Fig. 13. Power history and boundary conditions for the validation cases represented by continuous line (v1) and dashed line (v2).

Table 4
Model input data for the validation cases.

Variable Value

Dt (s) 1
N 20
th (mm) 572
Hi (wppm) 10
tend (days) 2078
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5. Conclusions

In the present work, the hydrogen radial migration within the
cladding has beenmodelled and coupledwith FRAPCON. In order to
obtain a comprehensive model, the state-of-the-art modelling has
been accounted for along with the option to model the effect of the
oxidation front displacement (i.e., dissolution/diffusion/re-
precipitation of the hydrogen in the matrix covered by the oxide
layer). It also accounts for variability in the model parameters by
taking into account both the commonly used in previous models
and alternatives found.
Fig. 14. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for v1 (plot on the left) and
sponding parametric case with oxidation front effect and rpmax (red dashed line). (For inter
Web version of this article.)
The model has been assessed through different scenarios
(postulated and actual) of high burnup fuel (higher than 60 GWd/
tU) irradiated in a PWR. The study allows concluding that the
modelling of the oxidation front gives rise to hydride rim closer to
the onesmeasured, both in the hydrogen concentration and the rim
thickness.

Other remarks are derived from the assessment carried out:

� Hydride rim predicted with previous modelling (i.e., without
the contribution of the oxidation front) is confirmed to be dense
and thin, which does not match with experimental
observations.

� The contribution of thermodiffusion to the hydrogen transport
could be disregarded, even with the highest heat of transport
(Q*

zr) reported in the literature. The diffusionwithin the hydride
phase could be disregarded too (i.e., Dd and Q*

d can be consid-
ered as null).

� The reduction of the variability of the solubility limits (i.e., TSSp
and TSSd) and the hydrogen local concentration in the hydride
(Hd), although it is not a key factor to improve the model
v2 (plot on the right): measurements (black line), default case (blue line) and corre-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the



Fig. 15. EOL hydrogen radial distribution (radius normalized) for v1 (plot on the left) and v2 (plot on the right): measurements (black line), optional case (blue line) and corre-
sponding parametric case with oxidation front effect and rpmax (red dashed line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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accuracy, would help to increase the precision. On the contrary,
the variability found in the precipitation rate parameter (kp)
hardly affects.

According to the model assessment conducted, even though it is
premature to recommend any values for a best estimate given the
lack of data to validate, attention should be drawn to TSSs, Hd and,
mostly, the effect of the oxidation front through rp (i.e., fraction of
the precipitated hydrogen covered by the oxide that does not re-
precipitate instantaneously). As for TSSs and Hd, no net benefit
has been shown to result from using what has been called “optional
values”, so that the default ones would be a reasonable option.
Regarding rp, a low fraction of instantaneous re-precipitation is
recommended (i.e., rp around 0.975). This being said, it is manda-
tory to stress that further investigation is required, including a
critical review of the existing database, to firmly support any spe-
cific recommendation, taking into account that the above one
should be considered preliminary and resulting from thework here
presented.
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